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Summary Symbols
As part of a research program on advanced turbo- All data have been reduced to coefficient form and
prop aircraft aerodynamics, a low-speed wind-tunnel are pre_ented in the body axis system. (See fig. 1.)
investigation was conducted to document the. basic Computer symbols used are given in parentheses.
performance and force moment characteristics of an
advanced eight-bladed propeller. The results show C?m (CPM) pitching-moment coefficient,
that in addition to the normal force and pitching My/q°v"qd
moment produced by the propeller/nacelle combina- CN (CNF) normal-force coefficient,
t.ion at angle of attack, a significant side force and Plv/qoo,q
yawing moment are also produced. Furthermore, it
is shown that for test conditions wherein comprces- Ca (CYM) yawing-moment coefficient,
ibility effects can be ignored, accurate simulation of Mz/qaoSd
propeller performance and flow fields can be achieved Cp (CP) power coefficient, P/pnSd 5
by matching the nondimensional power loading of the = 21rCQ
model propeller to that of the full-scale propeller.
CQ torque coefficient, Q/ffnZd s
Introduction CT (CT) thrust coefficient, T/pn2d 4
Several studies have identified potentially signif- Cy (CSF) side-force coefficient, Fy/qooS
leant fuel savings for advanced turboprop aircraft, d propeller diameter, ft
_:: (See, for examplej ref. 1.) The results of these stud-
ice indicate that wing- and aft-mounted advanced FN normal force, lbf
_ turboprop configurations appear feasible and that Fy side force, Ibf
_ configuration selection will depend on further infor-
': mation regarding acoustic-treatment requirements, J (J) advance ratio, Voo/nd
:_ structural weighL and engine/airframe installation t distance from propeller pitch
_. aerodynamics. Although decades of experience exist change axis to balance moment
- s fo: propeller-driven aircraft, this experience has been reference center, ft
for configurations having significantly lower power
:' loadings than those presently considered. Besides the My pitching moment, ft-lbf
_ _x question of performance and efficiency, a major un- MZ yawing moment, ft-lbf
certainty associated with the aerodynamic character-
-' istics of advanced turboprop aircraft configurations is n propeller rotational speed, rps
the lack of information regarding the impact of the p power, hp
highly disk loaded turboprop installation on aircraft
stability and control during the takeoff, climb, and Q torque (balance rolling mo-
approach phases of flight, ment), ft-lbf
The investigation discussed herein is part of a q local dynamic pressure, lmf
broad NASA research program to obtain fundamen-
tal aerodynamic information regarding advanced tur- qoo free-stream dynamic pressure,
boprop installation effects. This investigation was psf
conducted to provide baseline information regarding R Reynolds number baaed on
the performance and force/moment characteristics of blade chord and velocity at
an isolated turboprop/nacelle combination operating 0.75r station
over a range of angler of attack from 0° to 20°, a
r propeller radius, ftrange of advance ratios from 0.4 to 2.5, and a range
of blade angles from - 1.08° to 42.27 °. The tests were 8 propeller disk area, ft 2
conducted in the Langley 4- by 7-Meter Tunnel for a
- range of Reynolds numbers (baaed on blade chord) of T thrust force (negative balance
0.15 x 106 to 0.48 x 106 and a range of Maeh numbers axial force), Ibf
from 0.05 to 0.14. Appendixes A, B, and C provide Tc thrust disk-loading coefficient,
additional information on the nondimensional power T/pV2ood2
loading and propeller force and moment charac_.eris-
;¢ tics with a data supplement on the test program. Voo free-stream velocity, ft/sec
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x distance measured aft of and moments were measured with a standard six-
spinner nose, in. component strain-gauge balance mounted internally
to the nacelle, as indicated in figure 2.
(ALPHA) angle of attack, deg Wake velocity measurements were made with a
fl.TS blade angle defined at 0.75r pressure rake (see fig. 4) consisting of seven paral-
station lel (five-hole) probes mounted such that they were
aligued with the nacelle, and measurements were
r/ propeller e[ficiencyI JCT/Cp taken at a longitudinal station 5.0 in. aft of the pro-
distance from point of appli- peller pitch change axis. The innermost probe was
cation of nacelle normal force located at a lateral station 5.0 in. from the nacelle
to balance moment reference centerfine, and the spacing between individual probe
center, ft centerlines was 2.0 in.
Alternative, nonintrusive velocity measurements
p free-stream density, slugs/ft 3 were made by using a laser velocimeter (LV). (See
ref. 5 for a complete description of the LV sys-
Subscripts: tern.) The four-beam LV is capable of measuring
mess value measured with propeller two velocity components simultaneously. The axial
operating and radial components are obtained by making mea-
surements in the vertical plane that passes through
nac force or moment acting on the propeller/nacelle a='.is. Flow measurements were
nacelle made at three stations: 1.25 in. ahead of the pro-
peller pitch change axis and 1.25 and 5.0 in. aft of
prop force or moment acting on the propeller pitch change axis.
propeller
prop off value measured for isolated Results and Discussion
nacelle As noted previously, the 1.408-ft-diameter pro-
peller tested was powered by a 29-hp (at 10000 rpm)
Model electric motor. This combination results in a max-
imum power loading P/d 2 of 14.62 hp/ft 2. It is
The dimensional characteristics of the propeller recognized that the advanced turboprop concepts
and nacelle used in this investigation are listed in currently under consideration operate with consid-
table ] and shown in figure 2. A photograph showing erably higher values of power loading. However,
the model mounted for tests in the Langley 4- by by matching the propeller characteristics in coeffi-
7.Meter Tunnel is presented in figure 3. cient form, the present tests simulate hlgh-power-
The propeller model tested was an eight-bladed loading advanced turboprop concepts. Specifically,
aluminum SR-2 design with a 1.408-ft diameter. The appendix A shows that the appropriate parameter to
planform and twist distribution for the 'JR-2 pro- match for accurate simulation is the nondimensioual
pellet are well documented in reference 2. The pro- power loading P/dSqooVoo.
peller was powered by a 29-hp (at Ifi000 rpm) electric It should be noted that the forces and moments
motor, as sketched in figure 2. measured in this test reflect the combined loads of
both the propeller sad the nacelle. However, tests
Tests conducted with the isolated n_cslle (blades off) show
that the axial force and rolling moment attributed to
The model was tested over an angle-of-attack the nacelle are negligible in the calculation of C T and
range from 0° to 20° for blade angles fl.75 of Cp. Therefore, the thrust and power coefficients pre-
- 1.08°, 20.59 °, 25.52°_ 30.45°_ and 42.27 °. Tests sented in subsequent discussions can be considered as
were conducted for the wind tunnel configured with a reasonable measure of propeller performance.both open and closed test sections for dynamic pres-
sures q ranging from 4.5 to 28 pal. A description of A run schedule and tabular listing of the data
the wind tunnel is provided in references 3 and 4. are contained in the data supplement presented as
The propeller advance ratio was varied from 0.4 appendix C.
to approximately 2.5. The combination of propeller Compsrlson With Other Data
rotational speed and tunnel free-stream velocity re-
sulted in a range of Reynolds nunlbers R (based on Power constraints, imposed by the electric ran-
the blade chord) from 0.15 × I0o to 0.48 × 1Ot_.Forces tor, required that the low values of advance ratio
2 _,t.
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{J -_ Voo/nd) be achieved by reducing tunnel veloc- a_mbly and are meamlred about the moment refer-
lb, ity. Con_quently, a blade angle netting of _.75 = ence center shown in figure 2. The normal-force data
i
30.45° was selected and terts were conducted to de- show considerable scatter for the low load conditions
terrains the effect of tunnel velocity on the propeller (i.e, cx< 16°). Most significantly, the data show that
performance characteristics for angles of attack of O_ yawing moments and side forces substantially greater
and 8°. These results are presented in figures 5 and 6 than those predicted by classical propeller theory are
for the tunnel conflgnrcd with closed and open test produced by the propeller/nace_.'.e_ombination at an-
sections, respectively. Examination of the results in- gie of attack. Although the data presented are in-
dicates that there is no discernible influence of tun. sufficient to determine the origin of this result, later
nel velocity and that identical results are obtained laser velocimeter measurements indicate that this re-
with either the closed or open test section. To con- suit stems from the interaction of the propeller slip-
i firm the blade design and balance results, compar- stream with the nacelle flow field. This interaction
isons were made with data for a larger eight-bladed originates from the fact that the downgoing blade
steel SR-2 propeller (d -- 2.042 ft) provided by the of a propeller disk at angle of attack experiences an
Lewis Research Center. {Ref. 6 describes the Lewis increased blade-section angle of attack and, souse-
tests but does not include the data provided herein.) quently, produces an increased thrust relative to the
Figure 7 presents a representative comparison of the upgoing blade. Thus, for angle-of-attack conditions,
i Lewis data with data from the present tests for a the pressure increase across the downgoing side of
nominal value of _.75 - 30°. As shown, agreement the propeller disk is greater than that on the upgoing
between the two data sets is excellent, side, with the outcome that a croesflow is produced
on the nacelle. This nacelle crosuflow causes a side
Propeller Performance Characteristics (_ = 0°) force and yawing moment.
Figure 8 presents the variation of propeller thrust Isolating the propeller force and moment char-and power coefficients as a function of advance acteristics from those measured for the propeller/
ratio. Data are presented for blade angles of nacelle combination requires either a separate pro-
_ -1.08 °, 20.59 °, 25.52 °, 30.45 °, and 42.27 °. For the peller balance knowledge
of the isolated nacelleor
_.75 = -1.08 ° condition, the propeller characteristics characteristics with detailed information regarding
closely resemble those of a fiat disk normal to the free the nacelle flow field. Appendix B presents an ap-
_. stream, and the power or torque required is seen to proximate analysis (based on the data of figs. U, 12,
be relatively small and approximately constant with and 13) to determine the contribution of the isolated
respect to advance ratio, propeller to the measured normal-force and pitching-
moment characteristics. Figure 12 shows the earls-
Effect of Angle of Attack on Propeller Per- tion of pitching moment and normal force with angle
formance Characteristics of attack for the isolated nacelle (propeller blades
off), and figure 13 illustrates the dynamic pressure
Figure 9 shows the effect of angle of attack on ratio of the flow over the nacelle (aft of the propeller
the propeller performance characteristics for/_.'r5 = disk) as a function of advance ratio
20.59°, 25.52 °, 30.45 °, and 42.27°. _'_omnoting that Velocity distributions behind the propeller were
the advance ratio is defined as J ---Voo/nd and that calculat='d from both the LV and pressure-probe
the axial component of velocity is Voocosa for pro- data. Figure 14 presents the nondimeusional axial,
pellers at angle of attack, the performance charac- radial, and circumferential velocities (as determined
teristics are plotted as a function of Jcos_ in fig- from laser veloeimeter measurements) as a function
ure 10. As can be seen, the thrust and power eoef- of the nondimeusionai radial distance from the na-
ficients nearly collapse to a single curve when plot- celle centerline. The axial measurement stations sor-
ted against 3 cos a. This result hse been well estab- respond to 0.25 in. ahead of and behind the propeller
lished (see, for example, ref. 7) for more conventional blades (1.25 in. forward and aft of the propeller pitch
• propellers, change axis) and 5.0 in. aft of the propeller pitch
change axis. The data illustrate the expected trend
! Effect of Angle of Attack o, Propeller Force of increasing axial velocity with increasing distance
and Moment Characteristics downstream of the propeller and of negligible radial
Figure 11 presents the pitching-moment, yawing- velocities, except in the vicinity of the spinner just
nmment, normal-force, and side-force coefficients as forward of the blades. The data further show circum-
a function of advance ratio at angles of attack of ferential velocities ahead of the propeller disk that
0°, 8°, 16°_ and 20° for f_.?5 = 30.45°. These co- also increase downstream of the propeller. Caicnla-
eflicients arc for the combine¢l propeller and nacelle tions show that the swirl angle correspondingly in-
roll i
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vcreases downstream; for example, at r/R : 0.78 the by matching tile nondlmenaional power loading of tile
_, swirl increases from 6.5 ° just ahead of the blades to mudel propeller to that of the foil-seals propeller.
f 8,3° just aft of the blades and 10.2° at 5.0 in. down-stream of the propeller pitch change axis. Figure 15
presents a comparison of the aforementioned velocity NASA Langley tteHvarchCeztl.crratios with those based on pressure probe meamlre- ||amptcm,VA 23f_,_
meats. As can he seen, the results from the pressure March27, 1985
probe are in fair agreement for the axial and radial
velocity components. However, the circumferel_tlal
_i velocities, as determined from the pressure probe, References
are substantially below those values based on laser 1. Goldsmith, !. M.: A Study To Define the Research and: velocimeter measur ments. The reason for this dis- TechnolOgy Requirements for Adva ced Turbo/Prop]an
crepancy has not been determined. TransportAircralt. NASACB.-166138, 1981.
2. Jerarki, Robert .14 Mikkelson, Daniel C.; and Blahs,
Summary of Results Bernard J.: Wind Tunnel Performance of Four gnercyE_ien_ PropeUera Designed for Math 0.8 Cruise. NASA
The results of low-speed wind-tunnel tests to de- TM-79124, 1979.
termine basic performance and force/moment char- 3. Applinj Zachary T.: FIoto [rnnprovernent_ in the C/rcuit
acteristics of an advanced eight-bladed propeller may ol the Langley4"by 7.Metsr Tunnel. NASATM-85662,
be summarised as follows: 1983.
4. Block, P. J. W.; and Gentry,Garl L., Jr.: Evaluation
1. The propeller thrust and power coefficients o/the Langley4" by 7.Meter Tunnelfor PropellerNoise
CT and Cp, when plotted as a function of advance Measurements.NASATM-g572L1984.
ratio J, exhibit n parametric dependence on angle of 5. Hood, Danny R.; Rhodes, David B.; and Meyers,
attack _. However, this dependence can be taken James P.: Preliminary Rotor Wake MeasurementsWith
into account by considering CT and Cp plotted a Laser Velocirnetsr. NASA TM-g3246,AVRADCOM
against Jcos_. TR g2-B-7, 1983.
2. In addition to the normal force and pitching 6. Stefko, George L.; Bober, Lawrence J.; and Neumannj
Harvey E.: New _et Techniques and Analytical Proce-
moment produced by the propeller/nacelle combina- dares for Understanding th_ B_lmt.iorof AdvancedPro-
tion at angle of attack, the data show that significant pellets. NASA TM-g3360,{198g].
yawing moments and side forces are produced. 7. De Young, John: Propeller at High Incidence. J. Aircr.,
3. For test conditions wherein compressibility el- vol. 2, no.3, May-June 19e5,pp. 241-250.
recta can be ignored, accurate simulation of pro- 8. Ribner,HerbertS.: Propellers in Yaw. NACARop. 820,
peller performance and flow fields can be achieved 1945. (Supersedes NACAARR 3L09.)
4
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Maximum nacellediameter,ft ............................. 0.5
Overallength,ft ................................... 3.61
Distanceofmoment reference nteraftofpropellerdisk,ft ................ 2.95
(b)Nacelleordinates
z, in. r) in. z, in. r) m.
0 0 7.703 2.859
.270 .340 8.393 2.945
.440 .480 9.428 2,997
.780 .710 10,000 3.000
I.II0 .920 : :
1.810 1.230
2.510 1.500 29.000 3,00030.000 2,9403.220 1.730
3.890 1.870 31.000 2.90032.000 2.8504.640 1,930
5.040 2.020 33,000 2.520
5.600 2.210 34,000 2.300
6,230 2.450 35,000 2.160
6.600 2,580 36,000 2.02037,0O0 1.9206.617 2.581
6.738 2.619 38,000 1.820
6.876 2.665 39,000 1.750
7.014 2.707 40.000 1.680
7.152 2.745 41.000 1,620









[(a) Sketch ofpressure rake.
-- ill t .................. i
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<_z o 16 4.5 0,44L_I [ 0.35xlO6toO.15xlO6
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H 19 18 .88to2.15 .37 to .19
o 0 20 28 .83 to2.5 .48 to .22
-; .0 - _>
-1.5__1 t I__ I __l
o .5 1.o _.s 2.0 2.s
J
1.0 -- 1.0 -
.5 - _oo_ .8 -- ..,_o n
0 - Oq_ .6 -- o
,_ 6_
CT _ _,0
-.5 -- 0 ,4 - o
%
-1.0 -- .2 -¢,
-1.5 I .L._.._ J----_ 0 __. _L [ J__l_. J
0 ,S 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0 .5 1.0 1,3 2,0 2.5
j .I
Ca)_ = 0°.
Figure 5. Effect of dynamic pressure on propener performance characteristics in closed test section.
fl.75= 30.45".
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Appendix A Therefore, to match aircraft and wind-tunnel-model
thrust coefficients To, it is necessary to match CT/J 2.
Nondimensional Power Loading The advance ratio can be matched for the aircraft
The propeller tested during the present investi- and wind-tunnel model by varying the model pro-
gation was 1.408 ft in diameter and was driven by pellet rotational speed n and the wind-tunnel free-
' ' a 29-hp (at 10 00(3 rpm) electric motor. This corn- stream velocity Voo. It is of course recognized that
bination results ill a maximum power loading P/d 2 CT is affected to some extent by Reynolds number
•' of 14-62 hp/ft 2. This value of power loading is con- and Mach number, but it is principally a function
: siderably lower than the values under consideration of propeller blade angle and advance ratio. There-
for full-scale advanced turboprop concepts. However, fore, by matching fl.75 and J, C T will be matched
for conditions wherein compro.ssibility effect can be and hence Tc will be matched for the aircraft and
ignored, such as the low-subsonic flight conditions wind-tunnel model.
simulated in these tests, tunnel free-stream veloc- Next, _.onelder t_.e propeller power coetficieut de-
ity can be used as a variable. This permits accu- fined as
rate simulation of propeller performance and flow
fields by matching the nondimensional power load- Cp ffi P/pnSd 5 (AS)
ing P/_qcoVco. The derivation of this simulation
parameter is given as follows: and the definition of propeller efficiency given as
Consider the thrust coei_eiant for an aircraft or
wind-tunnel model defined as C'7,
Tc -- T/pV_d 2 (AI) _ ffi J C'p" (A6)
Next, consider the standard propeller thrust coefli- By combining equations (AS) and (A6) and the def-
cient defined as inition of advance ratio, it can be shown that the
nondimeusional power loading is expressed as
CT = T/pn 2d4 (A2)
Eliminating the thrust term and solving equations P 2CT ? (A7)
(A1) and (A2) for Tc yields d2qooVoo = "_ "
n2d 2 From a previous observation that CT and _ are both
T_ = CTV--_ (A3) affected to some extent by Reynolds number and
Mach number, but that the principal dependence is
Next, substituting the advance ratio, J ffi Voo/nd, on B.75 and J, it is found that the noudimensional
into eque.tion (A3)yields power loading given by equation (AT) is matched
between aircraft and wind-tunnel model by matching
Tc = CT/J2 (A4) bladeangleand advanceratio.
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Appendix B (i.e., 9,0 in. aft of the p_,,peller pitch change axle
i and 5.0 in. from the n_ .; centerline) and does not
: Propeller ForceandMomentCharacteristics reflect an integrated _ .verage q that the nacelle
Previous propeller analyses (see, for example, experiences. Furthc _re, these values of q were
ref. 8) have shown that an isolated propeller at angle obtained for only o -- 0° and 8o. Recognizing
of attack produces both a normal force and a yawing these limitations, approximate values of the propeller
moment. As noted in the "Results and Discussion" normal force have been eaiculatsd for a = 16° and
section, the data presented herein include the forces 20° by using equation (BS) and data from figures 11,
and moments acting on the propeller/nacelle corn- 12, and 13 (_ = 8°), These results are presented in
bination that were measured about the balance too- figure B2.
meat reference center shown in figure 2. The analysis
presented in this appendix is an attempt to approx- Propeller Pitching-Moment Coefficient
imate the normal-force and pitching-moment coeffi-
cients of the isolated SR-2 propeller. Again, consider both the propeller/nacelle com-
bination acted upon by the normal forces and the
Propeller Normal-Force Coefficient propeller pitching moment MY,prop, as depicted in
Consider the propeller/nacelle combination acted figure B3. Without the propeller, the symmetric na-
_ - : upon by both the propeller normal force FN,prop celle would produce no pitching moment other than
and _he nacelle normal force FN,n_c, as depicted in that produced by the normal force acting through
figure B1, in which _ represents the distance from the distance _. Upon summing the moments about
i - the point of application of the nacelle normal force to the balance moment reference center, the measured
the balance moment reference center. The measured pitching moment My, meu is given by
:_ normal force is given by the equation
MY,meae = MY,prop + tFN,prop + _FN,na c (B6)
i . FN,meea = FN,prop + FN,na c (BI)
" where _ can be approximated by
_ Dividing equation (B1) by qao8 yields
• FN,aac (B2) _ = (B7)
ON,mess = ON,prop -F qoo8 eN,nac [prop off
With the propeller operating, the nacelle is immersed Recognizing that
in the propeller wake and hence operates in a re-
gian of dynamic pre:_anre q that differs from qoo. (BS)
Rearranging equation (B2) and introducing q yields FN'pr°p = FN'meae - FN'nac
and substituting equations (BS) and (B7) into equa-
FN'nac q (B3) tion (B6) yields, upon rearranging,
ON'pr°p = ON'meM qS qoo
where ON,men8 is the quantity ON presented in fig- MY, prop = MY, mess + FN,nac
ure 11. It should be recognized that x /t My,mess '_J
FN'aac = ON,prop off (B4) FN,nac prop off
qS - IFN,mess (B9)
which is represented in figure 12 as a function of Dividing equation (Bg) by qooSd yields
a. Therefore, the normal-force coefficient of the
propeller can be approximated by FN,nae
q _ Ore,prop :_ Orn,mess + qcoS
ON,prop=CN,meM-q-£ooCN,propoff (BS) X (-_ _1where q/qo_ is presented in figure 13. It should CN'nac [prop off/
be noted that the dynamic pressure ratio presented l
in figure 13 is for only one pressure-probe location - _ON,rnes s (B10)
SO •
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As previouslynoted, By substitutingthevaluesofCm and C N fromfig-
ure 11,the prop-offvaluesof Cm and C N from
_'N,n_. _..q. _ q /C ' off) (fill) figure 12, and q/qoo from figure 13, the propellerqo_S qoo- qoo _ N,naclprop pitching-moment coefficient can be approximated
l" and is shown in figure B4.
Thus, substituting equation (Bll) into (B10)
yields
Cm,prop --= Cm,mea_ -t- o-_ (CN'naclpr°p off')
i_ X Cm,meM
C_,.._ off`t
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FN, prop
I FN, nac FN ,measI
top My, meas
i
" Figure B3. Illustration of normal forces and pitching moment produced by propeller a**d nacelle.
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all aid to the reader, a run _chedulc (table C]) anti talmlar liHtingof the data (table CIi)
presented .a. follow_:
TABLE CI. TEST PROGRAM
Run fl.75, deg -- % deg q, p;f Test section
10 30.45 0 4.5 Open
11 8 4.5 /
12 8 18 113 0 1814 0 28
15 8 28



























i!j J nJ,J c]l, I'^J.JL^T D J A'J'A
.¢
RUNm lO
ALPHA J CP CT CPN CNF CYH CSF
.06 .4_6 .6176 ,4791 -.0_20 -.1408 -.OR?| -.0214
' ,06 ,6906 ,5960 ,4630 -,0365 -,161F -,1191 -,0763
' .06 ,531] .5738 ,4460 -.0076 -,040_ -.10?9 -.0799
• 08 .5893 ._397 ._200 °0065 -.1362 -.0908 -,0712
• 08 .6680 .4937 .3900 .0271 ".I?I0 -.0579 -.0648
• 01 .?081 .6736 .3663 -.003§ -.0907 -.0671 -.0252
• 08 .7532 .4670 .3_73 .0018 -.1630 -.0740 -.0753
• 0§ .8229 .3998 .3171 .0130 -.1167 -.0597 -.0669
• 05 .082_ .3688 ,2918 .0083 -.1510 -.0367 -.0619
_ .08 .9680 .32_9 .2501 .0138 -.lt14 -.0383 -.0667
• 05 1.0218 .2909 .2106 .0142 -.I098 -.0337 -.0_46
i .03 1.0977 .2223 .1663 .02§2 -.0685 -.02_I -.0178
; RU_= 11
JALPHA j CP CT C@M C_F CYN CSF I
_ ;' 8.02 .6_15 .6162 .6772 .6678 -.0327 -.7177 -.6_36
7.98 .4896 ._943 .4582 .6562 .0106 -.6807 -.6328
8.00 ._373 .5733 .6429 .4069 .0419 -.5888 -.5485 i
8.00 ,5921 .5354 .6168 .3583 -.0660 -.6593 -.4313 i
8.00 .6?07 .6961 .3833 .3600 ".0622 -.3874 -.3600
8.00 *?060 .6772 .3649 .3181 -*0_19 -.365_ -.3291
7.98 .7733 .637E .3376 .2972 -.0290 -.2656 -.2695
8.03 .8106 .6168 .3199 .297_ -.0302 -.26_8 -.2689
7.98 .8969 .3601 .2808 ,E734 -,0P86 -.1817 -.18E0
8.00 .95E8 .3163 .2508 .26_6 -.0669 -.13_3 -.168E
7.98 1.0213 .E912 .ZlSl .Z500 -.0688 -.I149 -.I008
8.03 1.1039 .E140 .1793 .E377 -.0706 -.0677 -.0631
RUN= 12
ALPHA J CP CT CPH Chip CY_ CSF
8.00 .8775 .39'37 ._915 .E913 .0740 -.163_ -.1383
8.05 .9673 .3385 .E46E .2562 .0_81 -.I_'26 -.0961
8.00 1.0636 .2673 .1910 .2685 .0598 -.OTE9 -.0631
8,05 1. 1670 ,1936 .1309 .2368 .0677 -.0372 -.0371
8.08 I. 317E .0716 .0618 .EE33 .0'378 .0109 .0034
8.00 1.37'}8 .0E19 -.0056 .21ZE .0647 .0177 .0065
8.00 1.5136 -.I008 -.0928 .E089 .0660 .066? .0463
0.02 1.6205 -.El17 -. 1791_ .2091 .05_5 .I018 .0710
8.03 1.7510 -.3601 -.E958 .196E .0563 • I/,37 .1057
8.03 1.8972 -.5296 -.62?1 .1926 .0568 .1765 .13E?
8.00 E.035_ -.7856 -.5897 .1830 .05_7 .P006 .1561




ALPHA J CP CT CPfl CNF CYfl CSF
*0§ .8?_4 .380_ *7803 -.00El -*0466 -.0512 -*0303
,01 ,9581 ,32]5 ,242_ ,Oll8 -,0304 -,0_0_ -,OXOfl
,01 1,0_52 ,2593 ,IBAq ,0239 -,0258 -,O&90 -,0344
,05 1,1614 ,t874 .1310 ,0177 -,0340 -,0186 -.0107
,03 1,3102 ,0547 ,0296 ,0232 -,0224 -,043q -,0435
,05 1,4149 -,0231 -,0318 ,0208 -,0_|7 -,0265 -,0218
,05 1.5074 -,1193 -,1113 ,0055 -,0155 ,00_6 ,0051
*03 1,6_1q -,2360 -,2048 *0381 -*0161 -*0487 -*0472
-*01 1*';608 -,4033 -,3287 *0287 -*0183 -*0604 -*0566
*Or 1,9024 -*sqob -,4693 ,0362 -,0050 -*0038 -*OOTb
-*01 E,0285 -*T827 -,6296 ,0178 -,018? ,0082 -,0006
,OZ 2,1795 -1,0218 -,8099 ,0351 ,0057 ,0274 ,0141
RUN" 14
ALPHA J CP CT CPlq CHF CYI'q CSF
,Or ,8455 ,40"_0 ,3057 -,0142 -,0315 -,0314 -,0081
• 05 ,95?7 .3296 ,2454 -,0022 -,030t -,0264 -,0138
,05 1,104? ,2224 ,1587 -*0033 -,0t61 -,0224 -,0123
.05 1. 2001 .1439 *0q51 *0094 -*0168 -*0210 -*0144
.05 1. 328q *0k14 *0110 *0115 "*0090 -*0150 "*0116
• 03 1,4630 -*0903 -*0874 *00?5 -*0034 -*0187 -*0162
• 0]. I* 6453 -,2725 -*2389 *0195 -*0043 -*0066 -*0103
• _ *01 I* 7774 -,A247 -*3683 *0246 ,0034 -* 0103 -*OOgO
, ,06 1,887'_ -,5826 -,4905 ,0171 ,0018 -*0093 -*0186
i ,05 2,0442 -,8154 -.6803 ,0213 ,0092 -.0151 -.01_)2
.01t 2.2:'73 -1,1299 -,943Q ,0414 .0102 -.0018 -,0106
i *03 2. 3421 -t. 3488 -1.1003 *0400 .0213 -.0136 -*015b
• 05 2,5657 -t*?443 -I,4532 *0232 ,0052 -*0119 -,0102
,0') 2, 7350 -2,0574 -1,7168 ,0437 *0233 *000_ -*0073
_ RUN" 15
ALPHA J CP ¢I CPPI ¢NK C¥1q ¢SF
_ 8,00 *8378 *41E*_ ,3OCT ,2961 ,Ol_q7 -,|765 -,1495
' 8,02 ,9517 ,3403 ,2475 ,267T ,0870 -,ll§O -,0935
_-: ?,93, 1*0994 °2305 .1605 .2304 * 081'} -.0455 -.0316
8.00 1,2077 * 1'_02 ,0959 .2250 ,08_? *0042 -.0013
[ 8.02 1.3230 .0583 *0234 *2138 *0817 *0349 *0267
fl*O2 1. 4563 -* 0683 -*0654 .2051 .0?53 *06?1 *0525
8.03 1.6552 -.2725 -.2284 *lqqB *0703 *1123 *0871
7,96 1,7054 -,4150 -,3421 ,2015 ,0841 ,1416 ,1136
?,qB 1,8922 -, 5628 -,4612 ,192§ ,0655 ,175q ,}.363
B,O0 2,049q -, 8008 -, 04;_? ,2036 ,0814 .198h .1572
8,00 _., 2318 -l,OqO7 -, fl.';66 ,1957 *0751 ,2433 *1932
?*q8 2.3932 -I,4045 -1,09_4 ,1837 .0779 ,2735 ,2168
8,03 2. 5693 -1. ,7004 -1. 3225 *lq?? ,0832 *_q?O ,_324
?,06 2,76t? -2,0306 -1.508(5 ,2027 *0974 ,3123 ,2542
_a v.
1985021616-TSC12
" ' TABLE CIi, Continued
RUN* 16
ALPH4 J CP CT CPH CflF CYM CSF
,06 *_L2 ,6060 ,4794 -*0350 -,|694 *012_ .0420
,05 ,4794 ,5034 .4600 -*0349 -*1q93 -,0439 *0023
*05 .525q *5596 *4422 -*OOb6 -,1460 -*037? -*0002
*03 .5839 *5375 .4177 -*0418 -.14_4 -*0274 -*0049
*_5 .65?4 ,4959 .3863 -*0397 -.1759 -*053( -,0436
*03 .6fl39 .4771 °3?07 -*0399 -.2139 -*03§? -*026?
,03 ,7394 ,4482 *3499 -,0193 -,2057 -*03?? -*0933
*01 .8130 ,4094 *3243 -*0284 -.16t5 -*0159 -*0226
,05 ,8806 .3662 ,284? *0032 -.1_3 -,023Y -*0842
*01 *9278 .3306 *_01 -*0070 -,1940 -,01?6 -*0361
,OL .qq71 ,2927 .2164 -*0121 -*lq_O -*0179 -*0441
*06 I*0915 .1905 .1715 -*01?0 -,1926 -.0008 -*0502
RtM" 17
ALPHA J CP CT CPM CNF CYN CSF
8.02 .4375 .6122 ,474_ .4898 *0038 -*7307 -.6631
7.96 .4840 .5874 .455Z .4424 *0433 -.6127 -*_797
0*02 .5303 .5548 .4383 .4Z72 *0494 -.5218 -.4939
8,00 ,5894 ,5243 ,4134 ,3907 -,0298 -.4334 -.4091
7.96 .6561 ,4940 .304_ .3140 *0363 -.35_9 -.3373
7.98 .6823 .4650 .3672 .3112 ,0004 -.3411 -.3156
8.03 .7409 .4390 *3463 .2830 -*0041 -.279_ -.2848
8.02 .8008 .4124 .3168 .2686 -*040? -.2370 -.Z210
?.98 .8738 .3615 .2?93 .2392 -*043? -.1?91 -.1684
8.02 .922? .3247 .2978 .2328 -*00?2 -.14h0 -,1536
8.00 1.0000 .2781 .2202 *Z395 -*0758 -*1126 -.1145
8.OZ 1.0744 .2276 .1827 .2ZB6 -*0_0_ -*0780 -*0887
RUN* 18
ALPHA J CP CT CPM CNF CYM CSF
8.03 .8828 .3750 .2798 .2700 *0768 -.1566 -.1321
8.02 .9653 .3216 .23_9 .2533 *0_84 -.1081 -*0910
8.00 1.0561 .2663 .1866 .2445 *05qo -*0612 -*054_
7.98 I*1592 *1812 .1252 .2378 *0510 -*0212 "*0171
?.98 1.3120 *0599 *0300 .2099 *0641 *029q *023Z
8*OZ 1.3740 *0174 -*0109 .1978 *0521 *0434 *0328
8.03 1.4944 -*I145 -*0951 *1959 *062_ *0?59 *0548
8.03 1._922 -*_173 -.1739 .1904 *0712 *ogqz *0762
8.00 1.7724 -.3982 -.3244 .1877 *0634 *1418 .1078
8.00 1.882§ ".569| -.43fl9 .1814 *0537 .1594 .1260
8.03 2.0068 -.7283 -,5763 .1736 *0_2_ *1948 .1520





ALPHA J CP CT CPH CNF _YR CSF
.05 °8fl|b ._6_ ._773 -.0028 -.0_04 -.0084 .0006
,06 .9101 ,3336 .75R4 .0017 -,0160 -,0171 ,0010
,05 ,9572 ,_197 ,2379 ,00|3 -,0151 -.0207 -,0025
,05 1,0532 ,_495 ,1821 -,O00R -.0134 -,0103 -,0032
,10 1.1561 ,1582 ,1220 ,0061 -,0006 -.0137 -,0018
*05 1,3140 ,0279 ,0173 .0076 -,0076 -,0194 -,0089
*05 1,3855 -*0275 -°0308 *0053 "*0073 -*0014 *0006
,10 3,4982 -,1138 -*1112 *0066 *0025 -*0111 -,0037
,10 1.6052 -*2572 -,2013 *0068 ,0036 -,0063 -,0045
*Oe 1,7q13 -,4560 -,3?30 ,0042 -,0056 -.0105 -*0167
,06 1.8677 -,5877 -,4631 ,0174 -,0011 -*0044 -,0045
*I0 2,0241 -,8141 -.6436 .0109 -.0003 -,0073 -.0062
,05 2.1485 -1,0222 -,8232 ,0176 ,OOR6 -,0131 -,0139
RUNm 20
ALPHA J CP C¥ CPR CNF CYM CSF
,06 ,8314 ,4075 ,3090 -,0027 *,00_6 -,0108 ,0048
*05 ,9371 .3332 .250_ ,0054 .0003 -*0196 -,0024
,03 1,0904 ,2202 ,1_47 -,0033 -*0046 -,0164 -*0004
i _ ,10 1,1862 ,1469 ,0998 ,0097 ,0065 -,0127 -*0078
*08 1,300q ,0430 .0176 ,0099 *0080 -.0120 -*0065
.05 1.4252 -*05Q2 -*0697 _0067 *00?9 -*0134 -.0061
*08 1.6393 -,28_9 -.2440 ,0160 *0119 -,0153 -*008_
.08 1,7507 -.4044 -.3425 .014_ *0171 -*0077 -*0057
,10 1.8662 -*5620 -°4?36 *0170 *0074 -*01_2 -*0115
*10 2*G290 -,8231 -*b?9q *0179 ,0141 -*012_ -*0100
*06 2,1875 -1,0653 -,8841 *0298 ,0181 -*0073 -.0110
*10 2.3503 -1,3613 -1.1424 *0272 *0234 -*0074 -,0100
.08 2.5133 -1,6797 -1.3q87 .0245 .0234 .0027 ,0012
.05 2.7714 -2,0725 -1,7322 .0266 .0297 -.0017 -.0035
RUN= 21
ALPHA J CP ¢T CPM CqF CYM CSF
?*Q8 ,0327 .41_0 ,3085 *2988 ,1017 -*1777 -.1434
7.98 ,9347 .3437 *2535 ,_6q3 ,0935 -,1083 -.0842
7,98 1.0857 *2356 .1673 *2339 *088? -.0331 -.0240
7.98 1.1901 *1575 *10_3 .2296 *oq01 .004| .0056
7.96 1. 3060 *05?? *0269 .21_9 .0942 *033_ ,0321
7*98 1,43_7 -*05_4 -,0634 ,2062 ,001_ *Ob?_ *0_8
7.92 1.6_4§ -*_523 -.2179 .2030 .0891 .1126 .0910
7,90 1,7241 -.3724 -,3063 .1908 ,0811 ,1367 ,112_
7,94 1,0920 -,5839 -,4727 ,1818 ,0742 ,17§7 .1424
7,96 _,0683 -.8578 -,8692 .1835 .0760 *20qq *1682
7.92 2,2152 -1.0fl65 _.8564 *1049 *0836 ,2441 .1963
?.96 _,3462 -1,3375 -I,057? .1071 ,085_ ,2630 .21_2
7,92 2,5121 _1.6_?3 -1,2q_1 ,1909 ,093_ .2827 .232_





ALPHA J CP CY CPM CMF CYM CSF
.07 .R897 .3609 .275? -,0144 -,0302 -.0181 -,0095
.05 ,q733 .3027 .2283 -.0126 -*0272 -.0140 -.0069
• 01 X.0683 .2320 .1717 -.0008 -.0307 -.0155 -.0104
• 03 1.1844 .1260 .1011 .0022 .0164 -.0154 -.0037
• 05 1.3266 .0050 .0056 -*0066 .0066 -.0121 -.0057
• 0§ 1.4126 -.0511 -.0544 .0038 -.0167 -.0122 -.0155
• 03 1.5122 -.1531 -.1337 -.0052 -.0097 -.0123 -.0195
.05 1.6341 -.2856 -.237q -.0025 -.0262 -.010_ -.0151
• 07 1.7606 -,4376 -.3496 .0030 -.0058 -.0039 -.0139
• 01 1.8881 -.6240 -.5010 .0070 .0049 -.00_9 -.0155
• 03 2.029¢ -.8585 -.6806 .0151 .034q -.0091 -.0118
• 01 2.2077 -1.1728 -.9351 .0138 .008_ .O03E -.0046
RUN" 26
ALPHA J CP CT CPN CNP CY_ CSF
3.96 .8886 .3534 .2714 ,1176 .062_ -.0774 -.0530
3.98 .9700 .2955 .2256 .1118 .0550 -.048_ -.0348
3.98 1.0662 .2337 .1731 .1058 .0202 -.0313 -.08?5
3.92 1.1778 .1379 .1030 ,1159 .0706 -.O04q .0010
3.92 1.319¢ .0172 .0071 .1080 .0617 .018q .01§8
3.98 1.4091 -.0376 -.0462 .1066 .0802 .0317 .0228
3.92 1.5084 -.1369 -.1267 .0966 ,0333 .0656 .0328
3.98 1.6309 -.2780 -.2241 .0992 .0261 .0602 .0603
3.q5 1.755q -.4419 -.3414 .1015 .0279 .0759 .0561
3.qb 1.8962 -.6162 -.4927 .0783 .0218 .0811 .0566
3.92 2,0303 -.8320 -.65§8 .0899 .026q .1191 .0889
3.92 2.1950 -1.0830 -.8708 .0971 .0206 .1206 .0988
RUN" 2.7
ALPHA J CP CT CPH CNF CYH CSF
8.00 .7711 .4k36 .3338 .3023 .0774 -.2ESE -.203¢
7.94 .8933 .3654 .770_ .2642 .0768 -.1268 -.1163
8.00 .q643 .3162 .2312 ._501 .0?30 -.0987 -.0891
8.00 1.0569 .ES_ .178q .Z30E .0?04 -.0538 -.0_17
?.g4 1,1728 .1675 .1093 .2186 .0887 -.0083 -.0198
7.96 1.3136 .0464 .0198 .2032 ,0598 .0331 .0181
8.00 1.6034 -.0380 -.0393 .2099 .I088 .0636 .0_34
8.00 1.8060 ",1364 -.1157 .20E5 .1E_ .oq03 *068E
8.00 1.6352 -.2829 -._243 .lq?? .I167 .I195 .0896
7.q6 1,76_0 -.4635 -.3659 .1933 .OCg_ .1483 .1167
8.00 1.8897 -.6191 -.4736 .lq06 ,0994 .1760 .1373
?.q6 _.0313 -.8367 -.6686 .1888 ,I006 .7114 .1664




ALPHA J CP CT ¢Pfl CHF CVH CSF
11,94 ,?555 ,4601 .3463 .5093 .1895 -.3523 -.2950
11.96 .8725 .3910 .2860 ,4191 .1451 -.2170 -.1785
11,98 .9_69 .3331 .242b *3907 .1591 -.1514 -.1266
11.98 1.0518 ,2722 .1911 .3721 .1391 -*0843 -.0761
11.96 1.1652 .18_9 ,1236 .3334 .1227 -*0208 -*0269
11,98 1.3145 *0796 *03ZO .3262 .1515 *0524 °0360
11*96 1.3967 -*0166 -,0263 ,3037 .1563 *0802 *0554
11.94 1.4952 -.1013 -.093b ,3004 .1479 .1119 .0769
11.96 1.6220 -.2476 -.1947 .2855 .1450 .1512 .1095
11.94 1.7514 -.3976 -,3091 ,2837 ,1465 ,1979 ,1393
11.94 1.8721 -,5104 -,4242 .2765 ,1003 ,2_84 .1612
11.92 2.0123 -.7050 -.5764 .2?06 .109_ .2704 .1822
11.96 2.1821 -*9670 -.7688 .2649 .1160 .3166 .2219
RUNa 29
ALPHA J CP CT CPM CNF CYM CSF
_ 15.98 .7651 .4692 .351b .6750 .2651 -.4318 -.3416
15,94 ,8776 .8879 .2944 .6046 ,_fl41 -.2810 -.2061
15.94 .9559 .3416 .2549 .5487 .2639 -.2064 -.2426
15.94 1.0504 .2812 .2048 .5155 .2495 -.1191 -.0756
15.98 1.1677 .2015 .1430 .4628 .2287 -.0340 -.0174
15.96 1.3164 .0727 .0465 .4245 ,2122 .0506 .0320
15.98 1.4033 ,0019 -.0102 .4141 ,2016 ,0882 .0§34
15.98 1.5065 -*OOO5 -.0820 .4054 .2002 .1253 *0687
15.98 1.6360 -.2077 -,1794 .3904 .1890 .1_09 .1095
15.98 1.7627 -.3554 -,2905 .3805 .2061 .2259 .1_44
15.96 1.8802 -.5023 -.3987 .3788 .2074 .2662 .1706
1_.94 2,0257 -,7100 -.5550 .3742 .1995 .3008 ,1984
15.98 2.1969 -.9876 -.7459 .3621 .IR82 ,3578 ,2223
RUN= 30
k
i ALPHA J CP CT CPM CHF CVM CSF
19.98 .7705 .4708 .3617 .8881 .4187 -.5315 -.3861
20.00 .8760 .4086 .3151 .7830 ._700 -.3629 -.2466
20.00 .9578 .3595 ,275_ .7163 .3548 -.2600 -,1665
19.94 1.0524 .3014 .2240 .6534 .3062 -.1560 -.0911
19.96 1.1677 .2256 .1640 .59?5 .2939 *.0624 -.0Z78
19.98 1.3147 .1251 *0879 .5502 .2571 .0229 .0101
19.96 1.4001 *0435 .0269 .5162 .2§79 *065fl .0299
19.98 1.4942 -.0369 -.0390 .5048 ._b6 .103_ .0476
19.98 1.6309 -.1587 -.1398 .4787 .741? .16_1 .0829
19.98 1.7539 -,2935 -.2363 .4710 .2316 .2097 .lOb3
19,_6 1.8953 -._536 -.3473 .4628 .7310 ._417 .1272
19.96 2.0320 -.6594 -.5015 .4_5_ .2718 .2931 ,159_




ALPHA J CP CT CPfl CNF CYR CSF
-8.03 ................ *05Z2 -,0067 -*0016 -,0001
-3,96 ................ ,0196 ,0056 -,0063 -,0029
-*01 .................. *0026 *0082 -*0052 -*0027
_*0§ ............... *0248 ,0268 -*0078 *0000
8*04 ................ *0644 *06Z4 -*0044 *00§2
17.05 ........... .1040 .0839 -.0092 .0046
16.09 ............... ,1434 *1008 -*007? -*0045




ALPHA J CP CT CP_ CNF CYH CSF
-*03 *6587 .1418 *146§ .0014 -.0152 -*0333 -.0156
--i-_ -*09 *7527 *094? ,0916 ,0019 -*0212 -*0Z88 -,0148
_ -*09 .8781 *0377 *0191 *0049 -o0360 -*0114 -*0100
-*05 *9850 -.000_ -*0336 ,0104 -.01§5 -*OlZO -*0140
_ '_ -*0? 1*0465 -*05bq -,1020 ,0133 -*0230 -*0092 -*0063
-*05 1*1600 -,1434 -,1962 ,0042 -*0157 -,0097 -*0071
-*09 1,3117 -*Z472 -,3316 *0280 *0011 -*0165 -*0170
-,05 1,3639 -,3090 -,3908 *0230 -,0181 -*0054 -,0075
-,10 1,389_ -.3111 -,4093 *0232 *0003 -*O00t -,0051
-,09 1,4809 -,4078 -,3236 ,0284 -,0081 ,0136 ,0016
-*09 1,6219 -,5342 -,6865 _0273 -*0060 *0278 ,0166
-*07 1.7310 -,6475 -*8326 .0315 -*0152 -*0102 -*0057
-*09 1,8679 -,8604 -1,0187 ,0166 ,0091 ,0016 ,0009
-,10 2,0139 -*9969 -1,2334 *0328 *0150 *0404 *0351
-,12 2,1769 -L*_127 -1,4747 ,0276 ,0041 *0267 .0215
RUNI 40
ALPHA J CP CT CPR GtlF CYlq CSF
8*01 ,656_ *1498 ,1482 *2237 *0607 -e1657 -,1 _i90
8*03 ,7.516 ,1067 *09?0 * 20_'2 *0410 -o0856 "*0731
8*03 *8?39 *0483 ,0241 ,1793 *0479 -.005? -* 0060
7* 99 * 9566 * 0004 - * 030 :) * 1658 ,046"4 * 0304 * 0220
7,99 1,0448 -.0_1§ -*09§3 .1_)§1 .0545 *0746 *0§57
7,99 1, 1688 -,1232 -,1847 ,156;. ) ,056;_ ,1019 *0737
7,99 1,3184 ,2333 -* 315;' ,130 ::) .0414 ,!407 .1060
7.97 1,4075 -* 3098 -,3984 ,1181 ,0302 .1733 ,13Z4
7.97 1.5021 -.4100 -.5131 .1232 *0421 .2074 .1§68
7.97 1.6277 -* 5295 -,6555 *0931 .0253 ,2362 ,1832
7,97 1, 7496 -,6601 -,8109 ,1105 ,031_ ,295_ ,1951
7.99 I* 89_'3 -.825;_ -I*0002 .0995 *0111 * 290'J .2229
8.03 2.0173 ".9802 -I.1756 .1006 *0391 .313b .2315






ALPHA J" CP CT CPH CNF CYM CSF
13.92 ,b617 ,1547 ,1575 ,4855 .1850 -,2941 -,2110
13.97 ,7611 ,1126 ,1052 ,4094 ,1396 -,1441 -,0986
15.94 ,8838 ,0363 ,0333 .3503 .1305 -.0328 -.0218
13.9_ .9682 ,0202 -.0168 .3187 ,1235 ,0213 .0053
15.q2 1.0626 -.0Z97 -*0804 .3028 .1214 .073? ,02q4
15.90 1.1665 -.1028 -.166b .273q o1165 *1398 *0745
13.90 1.3216 -,2070 -.2911 ,26_1 ,096q ,204_ ,1154
15.94 1,4064 -,2754 -.3658 .Z415 ,0939 ,24_5 .144_
13,90 1.5008 -.3642 -.4695 .2393 .lilt ,2747 *1620
15.q5 1.6361 -.4763 -.6002 .2267 ,1079 .3068 .1098
15.q4 1.7_71 -.5850 -.7316 ,2343 ,1028 .3409 ,2069
15,90 1,9116 -,7803 -.q45_ .2155 .1071 .3611 .2167
15.90 2.0?54 -.9197 -h0934 .2225 ,1110 .4020 °2435
15.95 2.2023 -1,1076 -1,3248 ,2254 .111_ ,4172 .2522
RUNs 42
/
IL ALPHA J CP CT CPH CNF CYR CSF
19.85 ,664_ .1620 .1637 .6167 ,2501 -.3649 -.2462
19.80 .7595 *1251 *1180 ,3241 .2273 -*1964 -.1208
19.84 .8839 .0693 .0506 .4507 .1886 -°0611 -,0378
" 19.85 ,q649 .034_ .0030 ,4077 .16q0 -*0076 -*013219o85 1.0587 -*0165 -*0591 .3743 o1615 *0437 ,0001
* 19.80 1.1769 -*0822 -.1472 .3610 ,1615 .12_3 *0439
" lq,84 1.3297 -,1800 -,2636 ,3162 .1410 .1804 °0794
19,84 1.4118 -.2407 -,3378 ,3086 ,1399 ,2080 ,0914
1q,85 1.3072 -.3278 -,4252 2920 ,1364 ,2425 .1210
19,85 1.6366 -,4278 -.5598 .2911 .1285 ,2086 ,1415
19.80 1.76_7 -,5603 -*?314 ,2792 ,1272 ,3324 ,1740
19.84 1,8913 -,7012 -.85?0 ,2q2_ ,1406 .3511 *1795
19.84 2,0392 -,8302 -1.0526 ,2660 .1333 .3751 .1955
19,80 2.1969 -1.0634 -1.2901 .3036 .lt3q .3776 ,1873
RUHs 4N
ALPHA ,,I CP CT CPl'l C_F CYR CSF
• 12 .6657 .01_ -.2082 ,0111 .0_86 -.0052 .0007
• 10 .7608 .0224 -,2709 .0321 .0534 -,02_, _l -.0077
,08 .8863 ,0202 -.3661 ,0084 ,0377 -.020 c) -,0070
•10 ,q642 ,0173 -*4328 -,0070 ,0346 .0187 *0188
• 06 1.0660 ,0138 -.5257 -*0031 *0263 *0076 .0105
• 06 1,1793 .0158 -.6452 *0008 .0271 -.0030 ,0049
• 10 1. 3797 .0123 -*8054 -*0046 .0t34 -.0144 -.0063
.10 1.4159 .0137 -.9177 -*0191 *0307 -*0037 *OnS1
12 1,5082 -*0004 -1.0143 *0036 *0471 *0050 .0081
_.0 1,6330 -*Ol17 -1,2086 *0047 ,0461 -.0150 -*0003
12 1. 7703 -*0137 -1.3736 ,0048 *0378 -*0065 *0026
04 1,g044 -,0277 -1,5848 -,OlbJ ,0495 -,O12q ,0082
08 2. 0470 -*0705 -1,770 *_ *0061 *0"_0 -*006 c) .0083
i, Or, _. 2132 -.0315 -;-_* 0_'58 *0087 .03_q5 -.0130 -* (J140
] 98502 ] 6 ] 6-TS D04
I TABLE CII. Continued
RUNe §0
ALPHA J C• CT CPfl CNF CYN CSF
-.12 1.2021 .9741 .4791 *0091 *0345 -*0373 *0007
-.10 1.33?4 *8669 .4294 .0151 *0399 -*0347 *0055
-.14 1.4938 .7416 .8619 *0233 *0535 -*0231 *0077
-.12 1.5976 ,6190 ,2869 ,0264 ,0386 -*036? -*0071
-.14 1.7140 .4896 .2237 *0162 *0370 -*075? -*0014
-,10 1.7913 .4015 ,1851 .0268 ,0501 -.0141 .0085
RUNe 51
ALPHA J CP CT CPR CNF CYH CSF
8.01 1,2023 1,0052 .5011 ,4251 ,2206 -,1721 -,1266
7.97 1.3350 .8881 *4428 *3837 .1958 -*1188 -*0770
; 7.97 1.4120 ,8179 ,4084 ,3752 ,2135 -*0923 -,0599
8,01 1,6143 ,6331 ,3171 ,3375 ,1976 -,0199 -,0032
7.99 1,6504 ,5996 ,291_ .3_49 *1913 -,0428 -,0189
8,01 1,7771 ,4666 ,2205 .3252 ,1?95 .0009 ,0176
?.99 1.9129 .3287 .1546 .3199 *1692 .0241 .0250
7.97 2*0563 .1564 *0607 .3094 .1871 *03?3 .0442
7.97 2.2278 -*o?qo -*0520 .3102 *1815 *0524 *0572
RUNe 52
ALPHA J CP CT CPR CNF CYM CSF
15.95 1.3375 .9574 *6708 ,7607 .38q3 -.2045 -.1448
15.99 1.4228 *8850 .44?6 .7287 .3897 -.1767 -.1238
15.99 1.5168 .7988 ,4009 ,70§3 .3689 -.1351 -*0874
15.97 1,6564 .6710 .3_88 .66?9 *3540 -*0686 -*0334
15,97 1.8034 .541? ,2665 .63_7 .3381 -.0132 .0034
15.95 1.888? .4_20 .2250 .6211 ,3190 ,0211 *02?8
1S,q? 2.0658 *2506 .1350 *5786 *2983 *0761 *0607
15.99 2.2202 *0990 .0510 .5839 .292_ .11_5 *0929
RUNe g3
ALPHA J CP CT CPfl CNF CYH CSF
19.76 1.4082 .Q495 ,_8_0 ,9351 ,4898 -.223? -.1386
19,74 1,5306 .8487 ,4285 °8805 ,4678 -,1541 -.0863
19.70 1.6433 *7542 .3800 .8331 .4436 "*0985 -*0503
19.70 1.7713 .6_77 .3229 .7831 .4132 -.020b *0061
19.70 1.8988 ._34C .2637 *775_ .3955 *0003 *0200
19*76 2.0531 *3773 .1943 .7330 .3748 .0616 *0§30





ALPHA J CP CT CPN CNF CYN CSF
-.05 ,6624 .2961 ,2649 ,0030 ,0066 -,0329 -,0X42
-*OS ,7705 .2504 .2163 ,0012 ,0105 -,0219 -,0084
-.05 .9039 ,1709 ,1408 ,0084 ,0164 -,0105 -,0084
-*05 ,9810 *1211 *0949 ,0061 ,0173 -*0097 -.0051
-,05 1.0813 .0529 .0329 .0077 ,0192 -*0072 -,0048
-*05 1,1830 -,0161 -,0383 ,0013 ,_004 -.0056 -,0052
-*05 1.3408 -,1397 -.1542 *0267 *0182 -,0026 .0001
-*05 1,4263 -*222? -,2264 .0161 -,0026 -,0041 -*0041
-*05 1,$319 -,3400 -.3268 ,0123 ,0241 -,0039 -,0001
-*05 1.65§6 -,4699 -.4573 *0177 *0355 ,0063 ,0008
-*03 1,7788 -.6250 -,5921 ,0176 ,0084 -.0052 -.0063
-.03 1.9167 -,8636 -,7717 ,0140 -,O00S ,0155 ,0121
-,05 2.1148 -1,1372 -1,0503 ,0193 .0195 ,014_ ,0042
-*0§ 2*4552 -1.6790 -1o5849 ,0377 ,0161 *008? -,0004
-,03 2,2545 -1,3664 -1,2677 -,0017 ,0136 ,0176 .0105
RUN= 8?
ALPHA J CP CT Cel'l CHF CYR CSF
8.12 ,6816 ,2988 ,2707 ,3000 .0924 -,2422 -,2045
8,12 ,?707 ,2528 ,2236 *2627 ,1061 -,1584 *.1-325
8.12 .8943 ,1781 *1537 .2315 .1119 -*0721 -*0975
0.12 ,9871 .1381 .1031 ,2279 .1217 -*0302 -*0262
8.12 1.0764 ,0666 ,0451 .2013 .0812 *0075 *0080
8. 12 1. L684 "* 0070 -*0282 , 1888 ,088g *0508 * 0411
8.12 1,3466 -,1408 -,1473 ,1856 ,0906 .1029 ,0748
6,12 1,4335 -, 2253 "'2:_00 ,1?92 ,0810 .1253 ,0935
8.12 1,5366 -,3289 -,3117 .1706 ,0887 .1960 ,1080
8*12 1.6777 -.4818 -,4982 ,1622 ,0696 ,1079 .1394
6.12 1,7976 -.6030 -.5842 .1570 .0962 ,2158 .1546
8,12 1,9380 -,8048 -,7663 .15_,8 .0703 .2570 * 1921'
8.12 2,0720 -,7743 -,9438 .1912 ,0433 ,2902 .2127 [
0,12 2, 2327 -1,2422 -1,1763 .1543 ,0907 .3300 .2396
RUN= 88
ALPHA J CP CT CPIq CHF CYM CSF ;
16.07 .6752 .3171 ,2896 .6487 .3012 -,4546 -.3590
16.07 ,76?4 *2674 ,2426 ,5694 ,2601 -,3060 -.2266 i
16.05 *893? ,2016 ,1760 .4829 *2429 -',1469 -.1118 i'
16.05 ,9764 ,1508 ,1283 *4440 ,2083 -,0700 "*0915
16.05 1. 0796 .1033 ,0690 *3990 ,2069 ,0070 -,0009
16.09 1,1882 *017? ,0039 ,3?90 .1586 ,0623 .0276
16.05 1.3454 -* 1027 -*1089 *3553 .1610 *1432 *0746
16.05 1,4363 -*1696 -.1734 ,3417 ,1712 *1790 .1020
16.03 1.5?13 -.3226 -.3036 ,3322 ,1704 .2399 .1472
16.05 1.6719 -,4150 -,3834 ,3197 ,1679 ,2645 ,1628
16.05 1.7865 -,5479 -,4895 .3162 ,1587 ,303fl ,1840
16.05 1,9121 -,7219 -,6443 *3087 ,1494 "332c) .2014
16.03 2, 0790 -.9221 -,8301 ,3110 ,lbfl? ,_684 ,2160
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